
Dear Sir/ Mandan:
 
For: Concern about Migration Amendment (Visa Capping) Bill 2010
My name is ....... I had applied GSM application and ready to waiting for two years
for permanent resident. However, I had heard some new about the bill of the amendment
of Migration Amendment (Visa Capping) Bill 2010. I feel very concern and disappointed
about this. 
Sadly, I think it is a horrible new for me and all the people who are holding a GSM
application and ready for a new life in this country. We had spent huge money and time
in here and studied hard for at least two years. Some of them had working so hard for
settled down and bought property here. We want to live in Australia, and believe we can
have a better life and also make contribution to Australia. If this amendment was
approved, it will have worst impact to our life and ruin our dream. So I urgently please
you not to pass this new legislation.
However, understanding the problems government face related to economy downturn and
unemployment, I believe it is reasonable to take some actions to improve the disorder of
immigration issues as long as the process been taken gradually. But, it is very
irresponsible to axe the number of application waiting list and drive people home, also it
is unacceptable. Even the intention of putting it on the broad is very dangerous. The point
is we are not supported to suffer from the mistake of other’s people who make the
previous legislations. 
I had notice there are some changes in the migration policy which had already generate
enormous panic and chaos among oversee students. Some students have to back to own
country without finishing their study. It is tragic that their experience of study in
Australia is not nice. Luckily, I finished my two years study a bit earlier, so that I can stay
here.  Otherwise, I already been one of them, don’t even have a chance to speak out for
myself.  The reputation of Australia and government will be damaged irretrievably, if the
law been change to give the minister the right to capping the GSM number and terminate
our applications. It suggest us that the department can send us home, no matter when and
which class of GSM we are in, even we all meet the criteria for immigration. 
With this letter, I express my worry to the new amendment of Migration (Visa Capping)
Bill 2010. I strongly demand members of parliament to considerate our situation and
rights, keeping the consistency of the policy, disapproving this proposition which will
damage the life of thousands of people and this country we both love to live.
 
Regards 
  


